
MINISTRY WITHOUT PAUSE 
 
By Trevor Brown 
 
The parking lot of First Baptist Church on March 22nd was unlike any other Sunday before. In the 
midst of moving to gathering by video only, there was obviously less going on. No cars coming 
and going. No carts giving rides. No donuts at the door or greeters holding them open. No 
teachers shuffling to prepare for children.  

 
But for a small handful of folks who 
chose to come anyway, the parking lot 
was the closest they could come to 
finding a sanctuary. Like so many others 
who watched in their homes across the 
region, they were streaming the service 
online. Not able to gather inside, they 
figured being near the worship would 
be the next best thing.  
 
Drive up worshippers aren’t the only 
ones making new use out of parking 
lots. First Baptist’s long-standing food 

pantry had already shifted its biweekly food service to a drive-up approach. Every week, dozens 
of households receive emergency food relief. This week, it was received in the parking lot of the 
Perkins Community Center as volunteers packed essentials and delivered them to vehicles. 
White boxes once brought to FBC carrying thousands of worship bulletins for weekly gatherings 
were repurposed, filled with canned goods, pastas, meat, cereal, and – yes – even toilet paper. 
 

 



At nearby Margaret Wills Elementary, with whom FBC has a year-round partnership, volunteers 
stood every day this week alongside a campus resource officer and a trunk full of sack lunches.  
First Baptist volunteers serve daily meals through the Food Bank’s Kids Café program at the 
school, and, with the cancelation of classes, the need for meals has not stopped. Volunteers 
stood in the parking lot happily waving meals in the air so no one missed out.  The same can be 
said for FBC’s regular Snack Pak 4Kids volunteers who continue to combat weekend hunger at 
Glenwood Elementary. 

 
Many regular habits are halted and others uncertain, but the worship and missions of the 
church are as diligent and indispensable as ever. Some efforts eagerly await a return, but God’s 
people continue to prove that receiving your daily bread doesn’t require four walls. When 
congregating is tragically put on pause, the church will take its worship and work to the streets, 
parking lots, homes, websites, and beyond. 
 
 

 


